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Abstract. Let 3? be an infinite dimensional Hubert space and ^(J^) the set
of all (orthogonal) projections on 2?. A comparative probability on 0>(3tf) is a
linear preorder ^ on 0>(3tf) such that O^P^l, l^O and such that if PLR,
Q±R, then P<>QoP+R^Q + R for all P, Q, R in 0>(J>F). We give a sufficient
and necessary condition for ^ to be implemented in a canonical way by a
normal state on ^(j^\ the bounded linear operators on 3?.

1. Introduction and Notation

Let J f be a Hubert space. ^(Jf ) denotes the set of all (orthogonal) projections on
J f. If E is a closed subspace of Jf, and φeJf then PE and Pφ denote the
corresponding projections. We drop the E and φ if no reference to the subspaces is
required. ̂  (jf ) is the subset of all one dimensional projections and ̂ σ(^ίf) is the
subset of all those projections PE such that E is a separable (finite or infinite
dimensional) subspace of 3? . Lower case Roman subscripts as in Pj or Pφk will
generally be used for indexing sequences and nets. N, R and C denote the natural
numbers, the reals and the complex numbers respectively. All vectors of Jtif
appearing may be assumed to be normalised. P#> is denoted by \#> or just 1 of no
confusion arises and the zero vector is denoted by O. The orthogonal complement
of P (i.e. 1-P) is denoted by P1. If P, Qe0>(tf) and Pgβ1 then we write PλQ.

Definition 1.1. Let #e be a Hubert space. A preorder relation ̂  on 0>(3ίf) is called
an elementary comparative probability (ECP) iff the following axioms are satisfied
by all P,

Al P^Q or ρ^P

A2 P^Q and Q^

A3

Permanent address
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An ECP^ is called a comparative probability (CP) iff ̂  satisfies:

A4 If PIP, βlP, then P^QoP + R^Q + R VP, β, Re^(^f). D

Recall that a (normalized) Gleason measure on 0>(3? ) is a mapping
μ:^(<?f )->[0, 1] which is σ-orthoadditive and satisfies μ(l) = l. If dim Jf ^3, and
Jf remains separable, then by Gleason's theorem [1], the set of all Gleason
measures is exactly the set of all normal (i.e. σ-weakly continuous) states on ^(^f),
the bounded linear operators on 3tf . If 2tf is no longer separable then Gleason's
theorem still holds providing the σ-orthoadditivity is strengthened to complete
orthoadditivity or providing one assumes the generalized continuum hypothesis
(see Kalmbach [2] Chapter 3) with only the σ-orthoadditivity.

It is clear that every normal state ω on ^(jf7) induces a CP ^ω on 0>(3f )
according to the prescription :

^«βoω(P)£ω(fi). (1)

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the inverse problem. Specifically we wish
to find the sufficient and necessary conditions for a CP on ̂ ( f̂ ), where Jf is a real
or complex infinite dimensional Hubert space, to be implemented by a normal state
( = completely additive Gleason measure) in the sense of (1) above. The special and
somewhat pathological case dim^f = 2 was resolved in [3], where the question of
uniqueness of implementation was also investigated. It is worth noting that the case
dim 3? = 2 is extra special in that not all the axioms can be brought to bear on ̂  in
particular A 4 has no effect and is replaced in [3] by:

A5 P^β^β^P1 VP,

We shall use the notation P^Q to indicate P^Q and Q^P; and P<Q to
denote P^Q and Q£P. If E is a subspace of Jf , the set [P]E is defined to be all
QeEsuch that Q^P and \0>(E)\ to be the set of all [Q]E such that Q is in
the subscript E being dropped if E=Jjf.

2. Preliminaries

The existence of states that are not normal shows that not every CP can be
implemented by a normal state. In fact one can also show that for every dimension,
finite or infinite, examples exist of CP's that cannot be implemented by states,
normal or not. We need to impose some sort of "continuity" condition on ̂  for it to
be implementable by a normal state.

Definition 2.1. Let ̂  be an ECP on gPffl). We say that ̂  is weakly continuous (or
just continuous if no confusion arises) if whenever the net Pj in ̂ (jf ) converges
weakly to P and P22>P, ±£Pι Y/, then P2^P^Pι . D

Let ̂  be an ECP on 0>(jf ). Recall that the interval topology on 0>(j>ίf) induced
by the linear preorder ^ is generated by a neighbourhood base consisting of ̂
intervals of the form (P, β), where P<β, [O, P) where O<P, and (P, 1] where P<1.
Continuity of ̂  can be reformulated in terms of the strength of the ̂  (interval)
topology relative to that of the weak topology on 0>(jjf ) (induced by the weak
topology on J*(Jf )). Before showing this we first explain some notation: P^ -̂ P

and Pj^+P imply convergence in the weak and in the ±£ topologies respectively.
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Proposition 2.2. Let ±ί be an EC? on 0>(3tf ). Then ̂  is continuous if and only if the ±ί
topology on ^(Jf ) is weaker than the weak topology on

Proof. Let ̂  be continuous. Suppose Pj is a net in ̂ (Jf ) such that Pj-^+P, where
O-<P-<1. Let P' and P" be such that P'<P<P" so that (P',P") is a ^
neighbourhood of P. Then for somey0, Pj6(P', P") V/^/0, lest we should find a
subnet Pjk such that Vyk, Pjk^P' or P"^PjV This would, by continuity of ̂  imply

that Pr^P' or P"^P, a contradiction. Hence Pj.-=*P. Only trivial modification is
required should P^O or P^l. Thus the ̂  topology is weaker than the weak
topology on ^>pf ).

Now let the ̂  topology be weaker than the weak topology. Let Pj-^P and let
P', P" be such that P'^PXP" V/. Suppose that P'XP, then there exist Λe^(Jf)
such that P^R and such that (P",R] is a ^ neighbourhood, and hence by
hypothesis, a weak neighbourhood of P. Thus there existsy e TV such that P/e(P, R]
which implies P<P^ a contradiction. Hence P±ί P". A similar argument establishes
that P'^P and the result follows. D

Let 3? be an infinite dimensional Hubert space. As is the case when dealing with
normal states on ̂ (J f ), separability of ̂ f is a natural condition when dealing with
continuous CP's on ^(J f ). This is obvious from the following:

Proposition 2.3. Let ffl be any (not necessarily separable) Hilbert space and ̂  be a
continuous CP on ̂ pf ).
i) Let $4 c ̂  pf ) be any set of mutually orthogonal (one dimensional) projections
such that VPe^, O<P. Then <stf is at most a countably infinite set.
ii) If E is a subspace of 2tf such that Pe^CEΓ^P^O, then PE^O.

Proof, i) If si is a finite set there is nothing to prove; so assume that it is infinite.
Now for any Pe Λ/ define jtf(P) to be {Q 6 j/ : P^β}. We note that J/(P) is a finite
set for each Pe j/, otherwise we can find in J^CP) a sequence Qj such that g,- ̂ -»O

and hence, by continuity of ,̂ Qj^+O. This contradicts the requirement that for

Now let {Pj : j e N} be a countably infinite subset of si. Clearly P;. -^+ O asy -> oo .
Hence we must have «fi/= (J «s/(P/) and the result follows as each jtf(Pj) is finite.

jeN

ii) The result is clear for £" separable, so assume that E1 is not separable. Let 2£ be the
set of all projections P in 2P(E) such that P^O. Then % is a nonempty ̂  closed
subset of ̂ pf ). Let PF. be an (operator theoretic) increasing net in 2£. Then PF. is
evidently a weakly convergent net which weakly and hence ^ converges to PF,
where Pis the closure of the linear span of Uj /}. Thus, by Zorn's lemma, 2£ has an
operator theoretic maximal projection β, say. But we cannot have Q<PE since

and β'-Lβ^β + g'e^ by axiom A4. Hence P£^O as required. D

Weak continuity of a CP ̂  on &(ffl ) immediately implies a number of useful
topological properties for the ̂  topology. We list some of these below :

Proposition 2.4. Let ffl be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and ̂ bea continuous
CP on 0>(je). Then the following are all true.
i) ^Of ) is ̂  connected.

ii) ^(J f ) w 0r<fer complete, i. e. every non-empty subset of^(^) has an mfanda sup
with respect to ̂  and hence &(£?) is ̂  compact.
iii) In the ̂  topology, ^(J f) is pseudometrizable and complete.
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Proof, i) Let J=K\ where K is the set of all φe3tf such that PΦ^O. Then, by
Proposition 2.3 (i), /is separable. Thus, i f/is infinite dimensional, ̂ (/) is weakly
and hence ±ί connected. By Proposition 2.3 (ii), P7^l^, and the result follows at
once for /infinite dimensional. If/is finite dimensional the above argument may be
used with /replaced by /0, where /0 is any separable infinite dimensional subspace
of ffl containing / as a subspace.
ii) This follows from (i) see, for example, [7, Chap. 1 J].
iii) Let /be as in (i). Then, by Proposition 2.3, ^(/) is weakly and hence ̂  second
countable. Hence [^(/)] is a regular second countable topological space under the
induced ^ topology and is therefore ^ metrizable by Urysohn's metrizability
theorem. The corresponding metric pseudometrizes ^(/) (or ̂ (/0)) and hence also

). Since ^(jf) is order complete it is complete as a pseudometric space. Π

3. Results

In this section, ̂  0 , ̂ 0 and ffl are defined as follows : J f 0 is an infinite dimensional
real or complex Hubert space. ^Oe<?f0 is a fixed non-zero vector and 2? is its
orthogonal complement in J f0. ^(ffl ) is endowed with a continuous CP ±ί. We
start with a number of technical results.

Lemma 3.1. Let x and y be any positive reals such that x+y^l. Then for any
Re0*σ(3if) there exist sequences Pj and Qj in &σ(3?) satisfying:

0 Pj-LQjVJ

ii) Pj^+xR.

iii) Qj-^yR.

Further, if R is infinite dimensional, then we may choose that for eachj, Qj^R and

Proof. The case ^ = O is trivial. So assume that R = Pφ for some φeJ^. Let ξn be
any orthonormal sequence in the orthogonal complement of φ. Clearly we can
find another orthonormal sequence ηn, also in the orthogonal complement of φ

satisfying {ξn\ηny = Γ=-~ - -rr - rjVn. Note that Γ^\ for all allowed x and

y. Thus (aξn + x*φ\bηn+y*φy = Q V«, where a = (\ -x)* and b= -(1 -y)*. Since
aξn+x*φ-+x*φ and bηn+y*φ-^>y*φ in the weak Hubert space topology,
Paξn+xiφ-^->xPφ and Pbξn+y^φ-^yPφ. Hence the result is true for Re^(J^).

N

Now let Re^(J^) be finite dimensional with R= £ PΦJ9 where Pφ e&^Jif ) V;
j=ι

and Pφ.λ.Pφk if yφfc. Since we can always find N mutually disjoint infinite
orthonormal subsets of an infinite orthonormal set we can make use of the
construction in the first part of the proof to erect, for each Pφ. , sequences Pjk and Qjk

such that
i) Pjk-^xPφj, Qjk^ypφj as £^oo,

ii)

iii) /

iv) PjkLPrk, and Qjk±Qrk, ifyΦy" or
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N N N N

Hence £ Pjk^>xRand £ Qjk ~^>yR as k ->oo. Further, £ P^l £ ρ^Vfc, and
7=1 J=l j=l j = l

the result follows for R finite dimensional.
Finally we consider the case where R is infinite dimensional. Let Rn-^R, where

Rn is finite dimensional for all n. From the above case we can construct, for each «,
sequences Qnj and Pnj in ^σ(J^) such that QnjLPnjMj with Qnj-^yRn and
Pnj-^xRn asy-> oo. Since ̂ jRM-^j;P and xftn-^.xP, we can clearly find sequences
from the Qnj and the PΠJ with required property. The last statement of the lemma
follows by application of this last case to the situation where ^ — E and
R = \E ( = PE) completing the proof of the lemma. Π

Lemma 3.2. Let Pj and Qj be sequences in ̂ σ(J^) both weakly converging to one limit
in @(3f). Then Pj and Qj both ^ converge to one limit in 0>(jjf).

Proof. There clearly exists a separable subspace Jf of Jti? such that for allyeN,
PjG0>(J(r) and Qje0>(JίT ). As jfT is separable the unit ball of Λ(Jf) is weakly
metrizable, say with metric ί/w. Let pseudometric d^ generate the ̂  topology on
0>(#e ). Since Pj and Qj are both dw Cauchy, they Ire also both d^ Cauchy. By

d^ completeness there exist P and Q in 0>(#e ) such that P/-^P and Qj-^Q. We
wish to show that P=Q. If this is not the case, then d^(Q, P)>0, so that
^CP/> Qj)-^^^dw(Pj, βy)-H>0 as j ->oo by continuity of .̂ This contradicts the
hypothesis of the lemma. Hence the result. Π

The following result shows a limited form of joint ^ continuity of ortho-
addition on

Proposition 3.3. Let sequences PE. andPF. in ̂ σ(^) satisfy the following conditions:

0 P

ii) P

iii) P

Then there exist PE, and PF, in 0>(jtf) such that PE,^PE, PF,^PF, PE>LPF, and

such that PEj + PF. -^>PE, + PΓ.

Proof. Let <£ be the minimal subspace of 3f such that V/eN, PE.^ = Ej (that is

^ — S p [ ] EJ). If <& is infinite dimensional, then £?(<£) is also complete under
eN

the ^ pseudometric. Hence there exists PE,E^(^} such that PE,^PE. The same
conclusion can be reached if <£ is finite dimensional by taking PE, to be the norm
( = weak) limit of a suitable subsequence of the PEj. Similarly let Jί be the minimal
subspace of tf such that V/e N, PF.Jt = Fj. Again there is a PF, e0>(J() such that

PF ^PF. Clearly ^Ijέf so that PE,±PF,. Now we show that
+ PF>. We examine three cases:

/. PEj and PFj are both ^ increasing.
Lety^X then P^ + P^^P^+P .̂̂ P .̂ + P .̂, where both inequalities follow

from axiom A4. Hence PE.-\-PF. is also ^ increasing. Thus
^sup (P£ + PFy) = [P£, + PF>] 'and the result follows.

jeN
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Case ii. PEj and PF. are both r^ decreasing.

From case (i) above, [PEj + PPj]-^^ίot (PEj + PF)=[PE>
jeN

Case in. One of PE. and PF. is ±£ increasing and the other ^ decreasing.
Assume, without losing 'generality, that PE. is the ^ increasing one. Then

PE,+PF. and PF>+PEj are ̂  decreasing and ^"increasing respectively and hence
both ̂  converge to PE, + PF, . But by axiom A4, PE, + Pfj^PEj + PF^EJ + PF X/>
and the result follows.

Now let P£j. and PFj. satisfy the hypothesis of the proposition but otherwise be
arbitrary. Let /^ +/V be a ^ convergent subsequence of PEj + PFj' The sub-
sequences PEj^ and PFjk will in turn have subsequences which will fall in one of the
three cases atΓove. Thus every ^ convergent subsequence of PE. + PFj^ converges
to PE, + PF, and proof of the proposition follows. Π

Lemma 3.4. For any Pe^σpf) such that P<\, the following statements are
equivalent.

i) P^O.

ii) For some jt>0, there exists a sequence Pj in ̂ σpf ) such that Pj-^xP and

Pj^O.

iii) For each je [0, 1] there exists a sequence Pj in ̂ σ(^) such that P^-^yP and

Proof. (i)=>(ii), (iii)=>(i), and (iii)=>(ii) are trivial. We prove the result by showing
(ii)=>(i) and then (i)=>(iii)

(ϋ)=>(i):
Condition (ii) implies the following:

(a) Qj-^yPandy^x^Qj-2+0.

(b) For P finite dimensional, QJ^
L*(x+y)P^>Qj^+O if Q^y^x and x+y£l.

Result (a) is a straightforward consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 but (b) needs
more work because joint ^ continuity of ortho-addition on ̂ (jf ) has not been
established. We now give a proof: By Lemma 3.1 there exist sequences PE. and PF .
in 9>(tf) such that PE.1P^.V/, PE.-^xP and PF.^+yP. Lemma 3.2 and result

(a) respectively give PE.-^+O and PFj-^*O. Moreover, because P is a finite
rank projection and P<1, we can arrange that K=(ujEj)

± is infinite dimensional
and OX/V Consequently, there exists a ̂  decreasing sequence Pώ . in ̂  (K) such

^that O-<jPφ.V/ and Pφ.^+O. Since an appropriate subsequence of the Pφj can
always be found, we may assume that PFj^PφjVj. Thus by A 4 and Lemma

3.3, PEJ + PF^PEJ + PΦJ^+O, giving the result (b). Repeated application (finitely
many times) of result (b) eventually leads to P^O for P finite dimensional.

Now let P be infinite dimensional. There exists a sequence of finite dimensional

projections P/, such that P/<PV/ and, such that P/-^P. It is clear that for any

t€ [0, 1], Pj-^tP and Py-^O together imply that for each fixed 7, if the sequence
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Pj'k -2+ tPj as k -> oo , then P k -^+ O as k -> oo . This gives P £ O V/. Again this leads to
P^O and so wwe have (ii)=>(i).

(i)=>(iii). Let x9 >>e[0, 1] be such that x+y = l. Then by Lemma 3.1 there exist
sequences Sj and 7} in ^σpf ) such that SjλTjVj and such that Sj-^xP and

Tj-^+yP. Hence S;+7}-^P^O. This clearly implies that Sj-^+O and 7}-^>O
and the result follows. Hence the lemma is proved. Π

Proposition 3.5. Let Re0>σ(J4f)be such that dim R and dim Rλ are both infinite and
such that O<R and O<RL. Let Pj and Q fie sequences in 0>σ(3f) such that Pj-^ +sR,

Q-^+tR, P^+P and Q-^+Q. Then Q^P

Proof. First we note that s, t e [0, 1 ] and that given any x e [0, 1 ] there always exists a
sequence Sj in gPσ(3?) which weakly converges to xR. Ifs = t then by Lemma 3.2,
P = Q. So we let 5- > t we wish to show that Q^P. Now there exists sequences Qj and
Pj in 0>σ(Jtf) such that Q^tR, P^(s-t)R, Pj±QjVj and such that for all j,

Pj<R, Qj<R> Lemma 3.2 gives Pj + Qj^+P. Furthermore, there clearly exist

P^R and Q^R suclUhat P^P and such that Q,-^+Q. As O<R and s-t>0,
Lemma 3.4 gives O-<P. Because (XR1 and dim^1 is infinite, there exists S<Rλ

such that CXSand such that for ally large enough, S^Pj. Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 give

Qj + S-^+Q + S and A4 gives Q + S^P. Hence we have Q^Q<Q + S^P
as required. Since ±£ is a linear preorder, the proof of the lemma is complete. Π

Lemma 3.6. Suppose there exists an infinite dimensional projection Re^(^f) such
that R^O. Let P and Q be any projections in 0>(3tf) such that P±R and such that
Q<R with dim (R — Q) infinite. Suppose that the following are true for any x e [0, 1 ] :

i) Pj-^χ(P + Q) with

ϋ) P-z+xp with P-ϊ+

Proof. Since dim(^ — Q) is infinite (required in case dim P is finite) we can set up
sequences Sj in 0>(jff) and TJ9 where Γ^ΛV/, such that SjλTkVj, k, and such that
SjλTkVj, k, and such that Sj-^+xP, T^xQ. Hence Sj+Tj-^x(P + Q) and
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 give the required result. Π

Proposition 3.7. Let Kbe the set of all φetf such that Pφ ̂  O. Define J to be Kλ, the
orthogonal complement of K in 3C. Let the sequences Sj and 7} in &0W) satisfy:

i) Sj-^+sPj, Sj-^S.

ii) Tj-Z+tPj, Tj^T.

Then s^toS^T.

Proof. If t = s then by Lemma 3.2, S^ T. So we let t < s and the proposition will have
been proved if we can show that SX T. Define J0 to be /if /is infinite dimensional
and otherwise to be any fixed but arbitrary infinite dimensional separable subspace
of 3tf containing / as a subspace. Let P7ι and PJ2 be both infinite dimensional
projections such that PJo = PJί+Pj2 and such that OXPJ l5 O-</j2. There exist
sequences Slj, S2j9 Γ1; and T2j and projections Sί9 S29 T± and T2 such that
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(a) Su- ί̂P,, and Sιr^Sls

(b) S2j^sPj2 and S2j^S2,

(c) Tu-X+tP^ and Tij-^Ti,

(d) T2j-^tPj2 and Γ2r^*Γ2.

Furthermore, since ̂  and /2 are both infinite dimensional, we can arrange that
SU^PJ^ T^PJl9 S2j^Pj2T2j^Pj2 for ally and also that S^PJί9 S2^PJ2,
Γ1^PJl and T2^PJ2. Now SιJ + S2j-*L>sPJι and T^+T^-^tPj so that Lemmas

3.2 and 3.6 give S^ + S^-^Sand TljΛ-T2j-^T. By Proposition 3.3, T^Tί + T2

and S^S1 + S2 Proposition 3.5 gives Tί-<S1 and Γ2<;S2 so that by A4,
7i + Γ2 -< T; + S2 <SΊ + S2 . Hence 7X 5. This completes the proof. D

Lemma 3.8. Let J be defined as in Proposition 3. 7. Then for each P e 3P(3tf} there exist

a real t e [0, 1] and a sequence Pk in 9>(tf) such that Pk^>tP 3 and Pk-^P.

Proof. Define /0 as in Proposition 3.7 but with the extra requirement that J$ be
infinite dimensional if /φ/0 Then, where appropriate, Lemma 3.6 implies that the
statement of Lemma 3.8 is true if and only if the same statement is true when / is
replaced by /0 .

It is clear that for any / e [0, 1 ], there is a sequence in ̂ (/0) weakly converging to
tPJo. Moreover such a sequence is automatically ^ convergent to a (unique)
f(t) e [^(/o)] for some [^(/o)] valued function /defined on [0, 1]. We wish to show
that /is ±ί continuous, where the ̂  topology on [^(/0)] is the obvious one arising
from the natural ordering induced by .̂ Let the metric d^ generate the weak
operator topology on the unit ball of ^(/0) and let the pseudo-metric d'^ generate
the ̂  topology on ̂ (jf ). We will also, in an obvious sense, regard d'^ as a metric
generating the above mentioned ̂  topology on [^(/0)] F°r each 5-e [0, 1], let the

sequence Q^s) in ̂ (/0) satisfy Qj(s)-^sPJo9 Qj(s)-^Q(s)e^>(J0), and we may
assume that d^(Qj(s\sPJo)<l/j for ally by taking a suitable subsequence. For
any ε>0 there exists (3>0 such that \s — t\<δ implies that d^(sPJo,tPJo)<ε/2.
Choosing y0 such70^4/ε, we have d!w(Qj(s),Qj(i))<ε whenever \s — t\<δ andy'^/0.
Hence it follows from the weak continuity of ^ that for any ε>0, there exist
(5'>0 and JQ such that dr^(Qj(s)9Qj(t))<ε whenever \s-t\<δ' and J^JQ.
Now suppose the sequence tk-+t on [0, 1 ]. Then there exists k0 such that \tk — 1\ < δ '
for k^k0, and hence we have d'^(Qj(tk),Qj(t))<ε whenever k^k0 andy^/Q.
Since d'±(Qj(ίJ9Q(tJ)^0 and ~ d'±(Qj(t)9Q(ty)-+0 as yWoo, we have
d^(f(tι)9f(t)) = d^(Q(t^9Q(ty)<ε whenever k^k0. This gives the desired con-
tinuity of/ The continuity of /implies that the range of/is ^ connected and is a ̂
interval. Since /(0) = [O] and /(l) = [PJo] and since PJo^l^, the lemma is
proved. Π

We remark that by Proposition 3.7, the function /defined in the above lemma is
strictly ̂  increasing and hence injective. We are therefore able to make the follow-
ing definition :

Definition 3.9. Let /be defined as in Proposition 3.7. Define the real ̂  continuous
function μ : ̂ (̂  )-»[0, 1] as follows:

μ(P) = t if an only if there exists a sequence Pk in 0>(3ίf ) such that Pk-^tPj

and Pk-^+P. D
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We now wish to extend the preorder ^ to all of ̂ pf0) The extend preorder will
not necessarily satisfy all of the axioms of a CP and, in particular, axiom A 4 will be
replaced by a weaker one. First, we prove a lemma.

Lemma 3.10. Let [P] = ̂ sup^pf ). Then [P]n^(je ) is not empty.

Proof. Let Pφj+Pe ^sup^pf ), and let Pφjk be a weakly convergent
subsequence of Pφj. Then, since the range of the weak limit of Pφ. is one

dimensional, Pφh~^tPφo for some φQ e 2tf, where 0 < t ̂  1 . By Corollary 3.6, t = 1
and the proof is complete. Π

Let PFE^(J^Q)\^(J^ ), then PF^0ΦO. Define ψp to be PFψpl\\PFψo\l then
ψF may be written as aφQ + bψo + cξ, where ξ.Lψ0, ξ-Lφ0 and φ0 is a fixed vector
in $e such that Pφo is r^ -maximal in ^pf) (Lemma 3. 10). Accordingly, any

\^(j f ) may be "canonically" decomposed, with respect to the pair
follows:

where ft Φ 0, PE e ̂ (^f), ξA.φ0,ξλφQ. Moreover, the decomposition is essentially
unique, that is :

pE + paφQ + b*Q+cξ = pE' + Pa'φΌ+bΊi,0+c'ξ' are canonical decompositions implies
that E=E', a = a', b = b', and cξ = c'ξ'.

Lemma 3.11. Let PF. be a net in ^pf0) weakly converging to PFe^(Jf0). If
PEj + PajΦo+brfo+cjξj and PE + Paφ0+b<ι,0+Cξ ore the canonical decompositions of PF.
and PF respectively then

i) PEj-^PE and

U) Pajφo + bjψo + Cjξj ^ Paφo + bψo + cξ

Proof. Since we can always find appropriate subnets, we assume, without loss of
generality, that PEj-^A e J* + (̂ f ) and Pa^0+b^0+c^^k^ for some positive k
and some φ e J^0 . Thus we have

PE + Paφo+b*o+cξ = A + kPφ^Paφo+bψo+cξψQ = kPφψ^φ = m(aφ0^

for some m such that \m\ = 1 . This in turn implies that k — 1, leading to the desired
result. Π

Suppose that a,beC with b Φ 0. One easily shows that there exists a unique t ̂  0
such that |0|2 + |&|2 = |<2 + ̂ |2. Furthermore, t depends continuously on a and b.
Now we define the function μ : 0>(^^)— >R as follows:

if

+ tb)φQ + cξ)

where

is in canonical decomposition and where |α|2-f|έ|2 = |α-f tb\2, t^O.

Lemma 3.12. μ satisfies the following :

(a) μ is weakly continuous on

(b) If Pφe&^tf) then there exists a sequence Pφ in 0>(3tfQ)\0>(3ίf) such that
Pφ^Pφ and such that μ(Pφ)-*μ(Pφ\
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Proof. Let Ppj-^PpeP(jr0)\P(jT) and let PEj + Pajφo+bjψo+Cjξj and
PE + Paφ0+bψ0+cξ be the canonical decomposition of PFj and PF respectively. As
£ΦO, Lemma 3.11 implies that PEj+P(aj+tjbjwQ+Cjξj^PE + P(a+tb}φQ+cξ, where t
and tj have obvious meaning. The weak continuity of// gives μ(PFj)-^μ(PF) as
required. This proves part (a).

To prove part (b) let Pa.φo+bjψo+Cjξ. and Paφo+cξ be the "canonical forms" ofPφ.

and Pφ respectively. Explicit calculation shows that the choice Cjξj = cξ, ft/ = Λ|/ϊ//
and 0/ = tf]/l-l//Y/, ensures the desired convergence for the case_where αφO. If
α = 0 we make the choice ̂  = 0, £/ = £, c7. = c|/l — I// and bj = cλ/ί/j V/. Π

Define the preorder < on ̂ pf0)
 as follows:

<l is clearly an ECP on ^(J^0) and as such, an extension of .̂ It also satisfies (cf.
axiom A 4):

A'4. Let PE, PF€ 0>(Jf) and let Pφ9

(a) If PELPφ and PEλPψ then Pψ<

(b) If P£1P0 and PF1PΦ then PF<PE<*PF+Pφ<PE+Pφ.

Lemma 3.13. Lei P£, PFe^(^f ) be finite dimensional and let Pφ,

If P^^O then the result is clearly true. Now let O-<P^. There exists
Pξ E 0>! (J^) such that Pξ 1 PF, Pξ 1 PE and P^P^. Using the continuity properties
of Lemma 3.12 we can find Pχ e 0^ (^f0)» where χ is a linear combination of ξ and ̂ 0

and satisfies Pψ<Pχ<Pφ. By axiom A;4 we have:
+ Pχ < PE + Pφ . Hence the result. Π

Proposition 3.14. Let PEE0>(3F) be finite dimensional and let Pφe^(^) be such
that PE 1 Pφ . Let sequences PE. and Pφj in ̂ (^} and in ̂  (Jf) respectively be both
^ increasing with PE. finite dimemional for allj. Suppose PEj^+PE and Pφ.-^+Pφ

with P£.1PΦ,Y/, then PEj + Pφj-^PE + Pφ.

Proof. By Lemma 3.13, PE. + Pφj is ^ increasing, hence ^ convergent. PE is
finite dimensional, hence there exist strictly ̂  increasing sequences P^ and P$.
in 0>(3tf) and 0\($f) respectively such that Pg. is finite dimensional for all./,
Pg.-^+PE, P$j-=+Pφ and such that P^IP^ for ally and k. By Proposition

3.3, p^ + p^_=^p£ + pψ; moreover P^ + P^ is strictly ^ increasing. Clearly the
sequences P .̂ + P .̂ and PE.+Pφ. converge to the same limit and the result
follows. Π

Proposition 3.15. LetPφ. e ̂ (jf ): 1 ^j^N<oobesuchthatPφ.±PφkifjΦk. Then
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Proof. Suppose that the result is true for some N^ί. Let P^ . : 1 ̂ j^N+ 1 satisfy the
N J

hypothesis of the proposition. Let PE= Σ P^, μ(P£) = ί and μ(PψN + l) = s, then
N J = 1

μ(PE) = Σ μ(P<t>) Clearly we can find ̂  increasing sequences PE. and Pφj9 with the
j=l

PE. finite dimensional, such that

(0 pEj-^tpj> Pφj^sPj (J as defined in Proposition 3.7)

(]i)PEj^PE,P^-*+Pφir+ί and

(iii) P

By Proposition 3.14, pEj + pφj-*>pE+pψjr^9 so that
Hence

/JV + l \ / ^ \ N + ί

Σ ,̂ W(/W+1) + μ( Σ *V> Σ
j=ι / V/=ι / j=ι

and the result is true for N+\. But it is trivially true for N=ί and the proof is
complete. Π

CoroUary 3.16. Let the sequence Pφj in ̂  (W ) be such that Pφ..LPφk ifj^k. Then

J6N

Define PEn= f P .̂ Then V/i, £ μ(Pφ) = μ(P^μ(ί Pφ\ Hence
oo J = l J = l V/ = l /

the sum ^ μ(Pφ) is absolutely convergent. Since μ is ^ continuous and
j=ι

00

PE -̂ * Σ - » the result follows π

4. The Main Result

Corollary 3.16 together with Proposition 2.3 imply that μ is in fact a completely
additive Gleason measure on &(#? ). Hence we have the main result:

Theorem 4.1. Leί ̂  έe an infinite dimensional (not necessarily separable) Hilbert
space and ±£ a CP 0« ^(Jf ). TTzew the following statements are equivalent:

i) ^ am 6e implemented by a normal state.

ii) ^ is weakly continuous. Π

This result shows that, subject to the usual condition that quantum expectation
values should respect the weak operator topology on the appropriate algebra of
observables, there is nothing gained by departing from the traditional formulation
in which expectation values are represented by normal states.
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